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marlin model 80 dl nationalgunforum com - i have an old marlin model 80 dl 22 rf marked for short long and long rifle i
picked up in the mid 80s for 10 at a garage sale it looks almost like an economy target rifle with crude aperture sights and
weighing between 7 8 lbs but i do not believe it is, marlin model 80 22 marlin firearms collectors association - verbatim
descriptions from the marlin guns new component parts price list from 1956 model 80 dl bolt action 22 caliber repeater 8
shots 24 round barrel with microgroove rifling for extreme accuracy clip magazine feed model 56 levermatic rifle lever action
7 shot clip magazine, marlin model 80 history marlinowners com - marlin model 80 history can anyone give me a rough
history timeline on the model 80 i ve got on without serial number is not grooved for scope mounts 02 20 2012 09 27 pm
maudite was the marlin model 80 sold under the name ranger model 36 08 06 2013 07 30 pm plumbernater, marlin model
80 dl gun and game the friendliest gun - i purchased a marlin model 80 dl bolt action 22 used at my local gun shop a few
weeks ago it is a bolt action with a clip its a nice solid rifle and in beautiful condition and only 75 which is why i picked it up in
the first place, marlin 22 lr model 80 dl 24 inch clip fed 8 sh for sale - description here is one of the least recognized but
best made marlins of them all the model 80 dl clip fed bolt action chambered in 22 long rifle this one never had a serial
number but it comes to us from a local estate and from our knowledge of its late owner from its marbles adjustable rear sight
and from the letter a stamped on the barrel we estimate it was manufactured in 1940, when was the marlin model 81
made answers com - your marlin model 81dl was a promotional model that was made by marlin from 1940 1965 these
range in price from 65 100 dollars share what year make is a 81 dl 22 cal by marlin firearm co, 81dl 1941 1964 classic
firearms and parts - barrel 22lr 24 long original this marlin manufactured 24 long barrel is for the model 81dl bolt action
rimfire rifle in 22 short, when was the marlin model 80 made answers com - yes the marlin model 80 was chambered in
22lr which is a rimfire cartridge they were made from 1934 1939 as a promotional model the model 80e was made from
1934 1940 the model 80c was made from, marlin 80 for sale on gunsamerica buy a marlin 80 online - marlin s
diminutive semi auto rifle has undergone a variety of iterations over the last thirty odd years but the original concept behind
the famous nickname has remained the same today s model 70pss is designed to fit anywhere be shot by anyone and tag
along on whatever adventure comes next, marlin model 80 22 bolt action old style ballard ranger 36 - original pre war
model 80 in the form of a ranger 36 estate gun that was purchased late 30s has the desired ballard rifling which gave way to
the lesser micro groove in later years due to, marlin model 80 22lr bolt action rifle - 5 minute video on a marlin model 80
22lr bolt action rifle, marlin model 80 dl 22 s l lr bolt action rifle needs - make marlin model 80 dl serial number nsn year
of manufacture 1940 1953 model 80 dl rifles were made from 1940 1965 but this rifle does not have the micro groove rifling
adopted in 1953 and is the receiver is not grooved for scope mounts which dates it at 1960 or earlier caliber 22 short long
and long rifle, marlin model 80 dl 80dl 80 dl blue 24 detachable magazine - marlin model 80 dl 80dl 80 dl blue 24
detachable magazine bolt action rifle mfd 1940 1965 c r 22 lr auction 16160513
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